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THE DIMENSION OF PARACOMPACT
 
NORMAL K-FRAMES
 

M.G. CHARALj~MBOUS 

ABSTRACT. In the category of paracompact normal K

frames, we prove that direct limLits do not raise covering 
dimension (dim) and establish the direct sum formula 
dim(L EB M) ~ dim L + dim M. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, lattices contain 0 and 1 and lattice homomor
phisms preserve finite joins and IIleets, inclucling 0' and 1. A 
frame L is a lattice satisfying the distributive law x/\V(x).. : ,\ E 
A) == V(x /\ x)..; ,\ E A) for every set A. If this distributive law 
holds for sets A with cardinality IAI ::; K, where K is an infinite 
cardinal, then L is called a K-frarne. It is convenient here to 
adjoin a maximum (00) and a minimum (finite) to the range of 
values of K, interpreting the relations IAI ~ 00, and IAI ~ finite 
in the obvious way, so that K-frame for these extreme values of 
K means frame and distributive lattice, respectively. An No
frame is better known as a a-fram,e. A K-map (frame map, a
map when k == 00, ~o, respectively) is a lattice homomorphism 
between K-frames that preserves joins of sets of cardinality at 
most K. The archetype of a frame is the topology O(X) of a 
space X, a fact that provided the original motivation for the 
study of frames. The set of cozero sets of X is a sub-a-frame 
of O(X), and if f : X ~ Y is a continuous function, then 
O(f) == /-1 : O(Y) ~ O(X), is an example of a frame map. 
o is in fact a cofunctor from Top~, the category of topological 
spaces and continuous functions, to I£Frm (IT Frm, Frm when 
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K= No, 00, respectively), the category of K-frames and K-maps. 
However, coproducts or sums of frames behave much more sat
isfactorily than products of topological spaces, preserving for 
regular frames the property of being Lindelof, paracompact or 
metacompact [5, 7]. The purpose of this paper is to show that 
direct limits and sums of paracompact normal frames behave 
well with respect to covering dimension. Our main results are 
as follows. 

Theorem 1. Let L be the colimit of a direct system (Lo" Qa{3, A) 
of ""Frm, where La is paracompact normal and dimLa ::; n for 
each a in A. Then L is paracompact normal and dimL ::; n. 

Theorem 2. In the category of K-frames, if Land M are non
trivial, paracompact and normal, then L EB M is paracompact 
normal and 

dim(L EB M) ::; dimL +dimM. 

It should be noted that the corresponding propositions for 
topological spaces are far from valid. Thus, it is possible to 
have an inverse sequence of zero-dimensional Lindelof spaces, 
or an inverse system of spaces homeomorphic with N, the space 
of natural numbers, with infinite-dimensional limit space [3]. 
A similarly unsatisfactory state of affairs prevails as regards 
products of topological spaces, where the product theorem for 
dim is valid only under very restrictive conditions [17,15]. 

Section 2 contains the definitions of most notions and several 
observations that are needed in this paper as well as proposi
tion 1, a version of theorem 1 for compact K- frames. The 
proofs of the main results are contained in section 5· and are 
based on propositions 5 and 6, the main results of sections 
3 and 4, respectively. Proposition 6 supplies the information 
needed in proposition 5 that covers of colimits of paracompact 
normal K-frames La have locally finite refinements consisting 
of finite meets of canonical images of cozero elements of La. 
Proposition 5 is deduced from known results on topological 
spaces with the help of a cofunctor P : ""Frm ---+ Top that 
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preserves normality and dimensioll and is discussed in section 
4. Theorem 2 for K== ~o extends -a, result of Banaschewski and 
Gilmour [1, theorem 7 (3)] for regular a-frames and, when inter
preted for topological spaces, the results contained in this pa
per yield (generalizations of) several known non-trivial results 
about K-paracompact spaces. Sonle of these are noted in'sec
tion 6, whose main result, theorem 4, gives sufficient conditions 
for the topology of the limit of an inverse system (Xa , 7ra ,6) in 
Top to be the colimit of the direct system (O(Xa ), O(7ra ,6)) in 
K,Frm. 

For standard results in dimension theory, we refer to [6, 16], 
and to [8] or [10] for basic facts cOllcerning frames or K-frames. 

From section 3 onward, K is restricted to infinite values. 

2. PRELIMIl~ ARIES 

There is a functor I : K,Frm ---+ Frm which is described 
as follows. A K-ideal of a K- frame L is a lower set I of L 
(which means that x E I whene'ver x ~ y and y E I) such 
that VJ E I for every subset J of I with IJI ~ K. I(L) 
is the set of all K-ideals of L partially ordered by inclusion. 
In I(L), II 1\ 12 == II n 12 and V{Ia : Q E A} consists of all 
x E L such that x ~ V{xa : Q E B}, where X a E Ia for each 
element Q of some subset B of A with IBI ~ K. For a K-map 
e.p : L ---+ M, I( e.p) : I( L) ---+ I( 1~) is the map that sends a 
K-ideal I of L to the K-ideal of M generated by e.p(I). There is 
also an injective K-map from L to I(L) that sends each x in L 
to Ix == {y E L : y ::; x}, and it is frequently useful to identify 
L with the sub-K-frame {Ix: x E .L} of I(L). 

A system (La' qa,6, A) of K,Frm consists of a partially ordered 
set A, K-frames La' Q E A, and K-maps qa{3 : La ---+ L,6 for 
Q ::; {3 such that qa is the identit~y and qa'Y == qa{3q{3'Y whenever 
Q ::; {3 ::; ,. It is a direct systern if -A is directed. A target 
(M, ra ) of the system consists of a K-frame M and K-maps 
r a : La ---+ M, Q E A, such that 1"a == r{3qa,6 whenever Q ::; {3. 
A target (L, qa) is called the colirnit of the system if for each 
target (M,ra ) there is a unique Ii~-map r : L ---+ M with r a == 
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rqa. If a ~ (3 means a == (3, the colimit is the coproduct or 
sum "L,La . 

Certain properties of colimits of K-frames, e.g. existence, 
follow from the corresponding properties of colimits of frames. 
Let (La' qa{3, A) be a system in KFrm. Let (L, qa) be the col
imit of the system (I(La), I(qa{3) , A) in Frm. Then it is readily 
verified that the sub-K-frame of L generated by U{qa(La) : a E 
A} is the colimit in KFrm of (La' qa{3, A) with canonical maps 
the restrictions of the maps qa to La' a E A. 

For our first result, a version of theorem 1 for compact K
frames, we need the following definitions. Let L be a K-frame. 
A subset M is a cover of L if IMI ~ K and VM == 1. L is 
compact if every cover has a finite subcover. If M 1 , M 2 are 
covers of L, M 1 refines M 2 if for each x in M 1 , there is Y in M 2 

with x ~ y. For n == -1,0,1,2, ...00 and MeL, order M ~ n 
if the meet of any n + 2 elements of M is 0, and dimL ~ n 
if every finite cover of L has a finite refinement of order ~ n. 
Here by standard argument the requirement of finiteness on 
the refinement may be dropped. Note that L is compact iff 
I(L) is and dimL == dirnI(L). If f : L ~ M is a frame map, 
its right adjoint f# : M ~ L, usually denoted by f*, is defined 
by 

f#(y) == V{x E L : f(x) ~ y}. 

Proposition 1. Let (L, qa) be the colimit of a direct system 
(Laqa{3, A) in KFrm, where La is compact and dimLa ~ n for 
each a in A. Then L is compact and dim ~ n. 

Proof: The proof for frames is such that the general case follows 
from the preceeding remarks concerning the functor I. We 
work then in Frm and consider a cover M of L. It clearly 
suffices to prove X a == V{q1!(m) : m E M} equals 1 for some 
a in A. Assume on the contrary that X a < 1 for each a in 
A. Consider the family :F of all (Ya) in lILa such that X a ~ 

Ya < 1 and qa{3(Ya) ~ Y{3 for a :::; (3. Note that we have 
qOt = qMOt{3, and hence qOt{3(q~(m)) ~ q:(m) and (x Ot ) E F. F 
is partially ordered by defining (Ya) ~ (za) iff Ya ~ Za for each 
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Q. By compactness of each LOt each chain of F has an upper 
bound and, by Zorn's 'lemma, F has a maximal element (ZOt). 
If ZOt == a A b and a, b =I ZOt, then by' the maximality of (ZOt) for 
some successors, and 8 of Q in A w'e must have qOtry(a) == 1 and 
qOts(b) == 1. For a common successor f3 of, and 8 in the directed 
set A, this would imply qOt{3(ZOt) = 1 == Z{3. Consequently ZOt 
is prime in LOt for each Q in A, so that we can define a frame 
map POt from LOt to the two-elemeIlt frame 2 by POt (x) == 0 iff 
x ::; zcx. For a ::; f3, if Wry = qcx-y (q~f3 (Zf3 )) for a ::; "I and Wry = Z-y 
for Q t " it is readily seen that (Wiry) E F. The maximality of 

(zcx) implies that q!f3(Zf3) = Zcx· Hence Pcx = pf3qcxf3 and there is 
a frame map p : L ---+ 2 with POt == pqOt. Finally, because A is 
directed, m == V{qOt(q~(m)) : Q E A} for each m in L, and in 
the frame 2 we have 

1 == p(V M) == p(V{qOt(xOt ) : Q E A}) == 

VpqOt(X Ot ) == VPCy(x Ot ) == 0 

This contradiction shows that X Ot == 1 for some Q in A and 
completes the proof. D 

A different proof of the compactness of L can be found in 
[7]. 

We recall the following definitions for a K-frame L. L is 
normal if whenever a vb == 1, there exist c and d with cA d == 0 
and a V c == b V d == 1. The "well-iside" relation <::: on L is 
defined by a <::: b iff there exists c with a A c == 0 and c V b == 1. 
If a :::; b z c :::; d, then b :::; c and a Z d; a Z band c Z dimply 
a A c Z bAd and a V c Z b V d; and Z is preserved by K-maps. 
For subsets of L, we write G Z H if for each a in G there is 
b in H with a Z b. L is cover regltlar if every cover G has a 
refinement H with G Z H. L is rt~gular if every member x is 
the join of at most K members y with y <::: x. A subset G of L is 
locally finite if there is a cover H sULch that {b E G : a A b #' O} 
is finite for each a in H. Note that a locally finite subset of L 
has cardinality at most K. Also, a locally finite subset G of a 
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frame L with IGI ~ K is locally finite as a K-frame subset. For 
if H is the frame cover of the definition, then 

{V{x E H : x 1\ y = 0 iff y ¢ a} : Q a finite subset of G} 

is a K-frame cover each of whose members meets only finitely 
many elements of G. L is paracompact if every cover has a 
locally finite refinement. Recall that a space is K-paracompact 
if every open cover of cardinality ~ K has a locally finite open 
refinement, which by standard argument may be assumed to 
have cardinality ~ K. Thus, a space is K-paracompact iff its 
topology is paracompact as a K-frame. The following result is 
readily verified. 

Proposition 2. A K-frame L is compact, cover regular, nor
mal or paracompact iff I( L) is. 

Two results that are needed in the sequel can now be de
duced from the corresponding results for frames [4, 5]. For 
paracompact K-frames normality is equivalent to cover regu
larity, and in a normal K-frame, every locally finite cover {x,,} 
is shrinkable, i.e. there is a cover {YA} with YA <:: x A• 

3. THE SPACE OF PRIME IDEALS 

There is a useful cofunctor P : K,Frm ---+ Top defined as 
follows. P(L) consists of all prime filters (dual ideals) of.a K

frame L with topology the one generated by the sets h(x) = 
{I E P(L) : x E I}, x E L. Note that h = hL : L ---+ f!P(L) 
is an injective lattice homomorphism. For a K-map 'P : L ---+ 

M, P('P): P(M) ---+ P(L) is defined by P('P)(I) = {x E 
L : 'P(x) E I}. It is shown in [2] that P(L) (in fact, every 
basic open set h(x)) is compact, dimL = dimP(L), and L is 
normal iff P(L) is. For Y C P(L), let KY be the sub-K-frame 
of f!(Y) consisting of all sets of the form U{ h(x ) n Y : x E M} 
where MeL and IMI ~ K. By [2, proposition 3], we have a 
K-map r = rL : KP(L) ---+ L defined by r(U{h(x) : x EM}) = 
V{x : x EM}. For a K-map 'P : L ---+ M, one verifies that 
f2(P(<p)}hL = hM'P and hence rMn(p('P)) = <prL. 
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Henceforth K denotes either an infinite cardinal or 00. This 
restriction is in general necessary only when cozero elements 
are considered, and several of the results that follow can be 
seen to be valid even for K finite. 

The cozero elements of a K-frarrle L are the images of open 
sets of the space of real numbers under K-maps (equivalently, u
maps) into L. The set of all such elements is denoted by cozL. 
Let X be a compact metrizable space and c.p : n(X) --+ L a 
K-map. Then cozP(L) ==coznp(L) is a sub-u-frame of KP(L) 
and there is a unique continuous f : P(L) --+ X such that c.p == 
rO(f) [2, proposition 10]. Hence cozL is a quotient of cozP(L) 
and a regular, and therefore normal [1, corollary 2], sub-u-frame 
of L. We can also deduce from the corresponding property for 
normal spaces that for any finite cover {gil of a normal K
frame L, there is a cover {Ui} of a compact polyhedron X and 
a K-map.c.p : n(X) --+ L, such that c.p(Ui) ~ gi. 

Proposition 3. dimcozL = dimcozP(L) and, if L is normal, 
dimL = dimcozL. 

Proof: If {Gi} is finite cozero cover of cozP(L), then {r(Gi)} 
is a finite cover of cozL of the sa:me order. Also, given a fi
nite cover {hi} of the normal u-frame cozL, there is a cover 
{Ui} of a compact polyhedron X and a K-map c.p : n(X) --+ L 
such that c.p(Ui) ~ hi. As c.p == rn(f) for some continuous f : 
P(L) --+ X, {n(f)(Ui)} is a cover of cozP(L) with rn(f)(Ui) ~ 

hi. These observations immediately imply dimcozL ~ dim 
cozP(L). To complete the proof of the first equality, given a 
fini te cozero cover {Gi} of P (L ), let {Hi} be a cozero and {Ei } 

a zero cover with Hi c Ei C Gi. (Jhoose a cover {Xi} of cozL 
of order:::; dimcozL such that Xi ::; r(Hi), and a cozero cover 
{Ui} of P(L) with r(Ui) :::; Xi. T1Len Ui C Ei C Gi and {Ui} 
has order:::; dimcozL. Hence dimcozP(L) :::; dimcozL. 

Let L be normal. The equality dimL == dimcozL follows from 
the fact that every finite cover of .l" has a cozero refinement. 

Proposition 4. Let G == n{Gn : 1~ E N}, where Gn E KP(L) 
and r(Gn ) == 1. Then (i) G is dense in h(y) - h(x) for all 
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elements x, Y of L, (ii) L is a quotient of KG, (iii) G is C*
embedded in P(L) and (iv) cozG C aG. 

Proof: Write Gn = U{h(m) : m E Mn}, where Mn eLand 
IMnl ~ K, and suppose Y i x. We have z = V{z /\ m : m E 
Mn} and therefore we can pick inductively Yn in Mn such that 
Y /\ YI · .. /\ Yn i x. By Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal filter 
I that contains each Y /\ YI /\ ... /\ Yn but not x. Then I is 
an element of Gn (h(y) - h(x)), which is therefore non-empty. 
This property implies (i). 

Let Hi = U{h(x) : x E Ai},i = 1,2, where Ai eLand 
IAil ~ K. If r(HI) i .r(H2 ), for some x in AI, x i r(H2)'so 
that h(x) - hr(H2 ) =1= 0; by (i), G n (h(x) - hr(H2 )) =I 0 and 
therefore G n (HI - H2 ) =10. It follows that G n HI = G n H2 

implies r(HI) = r(H2 ). Thus, can define a surjective K-map 
S : KG ---+ L by s( G n H) = r(H), H E KP(L), which proves 
(ii) . 

Consider disjoint closed sets E, F of G. Write P(L) - En P 
in the form U{h(xa ) : Q E A}, and suppose there exists X n in 
Mn such that h(Xl /\ ... /\ x n ) intersects E n P for each n in N. 
Then, by Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal filter I such that 
X n E I, for n in N, and I is disjoint from the ideal generated by 
{xa : Q E A} and I is a member of EnPnG (cf. [8, lemma 1.2.3 
and theorem 1.2.4]). It follows that each point of E is contained 
in one of the compact sets h(XI 1\ ... 1\ xn), n E N, Xn E M n, 
that does not intersect P, and hence there is U in ",G such 
that E cUe G - F. Therefore cozG C ",G and, given a 
continuous e : G, ---+ X, where X is compact and Hausdorff, 
we have lattice homomorphisms 'P : cozX ---+ np(L) and 'ljJ : 
cozX ---+ n(G) defined by 'P(U) = hse-I(U) and 'ljJ(U) = G n 
hse-I(U). Then, by lemma 4 of [2], there are up.ique maps 
I : P(L) ---+ X and 9 : G ---+ X such that 1-1 (U) C 'P( U) and 
g-I(U) C 'ljJ(U). Then clearly e,g and the restriction of I to 
G coincide, and (iii) and (iv) follow. 

Proposition 5. Let (L, qa) be a target of a direct system 
(La,"q~{3, A) of K-frames with dimcozLa ~ n for each Q in A. 
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Let U be a a-locally finite cover of L each member of which 
is of the form qa(x) for some a ijn A and x in cozLa . Then 
there is a metric space M with di~m ::; n and weight::; KJ an 
open cover V of M and a K-map 'P : n(M) ---+ L such that 
cp(V) == U. Hence U has a refinement of order::; n. 

Proof: Let An be sets and !{n covers of L such that U == {u A : 

A E A}, where A == U{An : n EN}, and each member of !{n 
meets only finitely many members of {u A : A E An}. For each A, 
fix a(A) in A, xA, in COZLa(A) and }IA in coZP(La(A)) such that 
U A== qa(A)(XA) == rnP(qa(A))(HA). IJet Go == u{np(qa(A))(HA) : 
AE A},Gn == U{h(x): x E !{n}nCio and G == n{Gn : n EN}. 
Then Z == {G n nP(qa(A))(HA) : ;~ E A} is a a-locally finite 
cover of G. 

Let fa : G ---+ P(La) be the restriction of P(qa) to G. We 
have an inverse system (P(La), P( qo~{j), A) of topological spaces 
with fa ='P(Qa{3)!{3 for a :::; f3 and Z = {f;(\)(H>.) : >. E A}, 
where HA is a cozero set of P(La ()\)). Also, by proposition 3, 
dimcozP(La) ::; n. Therefore, by [15, proposition 1, or 14, 
proposition 9], there is a map f from G to a metric space M 
with dimM ::; n and an open co'ver V == {VA : A E A} of 
M such that f- 1 (V>.) = f;;(\)(H>.) , >. E A. We can of course 
assume that IAI ::; K, in which case the construction is such 
that wM ::; K. This at any rate follows by an easy applica
tion of Pasynkov's factorization theorem [14, theorem 2]. We 
let 'P be the composite of f- 1 with the K-map s : KG ---+ L 
of proposition 4, which applies in the present circumstances. 
Then cp(V) == U, and if W is a refinement of V of order ::; n, 
then 'P(W) is a ,refinement of U of order::; n. 

4. THE COZERO ELEMEl'JTS OF COLIMITS 

In this section, we consider a fixed system (La' qa{j, A) in 
",Frm with colimit (L, qa). We will assume that any two suc
cessors of an element of A have a common successor. This 
condition holds for coproducts as well as direct limits. Our 
aim is to prove 
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Proposition 6. Let Lo be paracompact and normal for each a 
in A. Then L is paracompact normal and every cover of L has 
a locally finite refinement consisting of meets of finite subsets 
ofU{qo(cozLo) : a E A}. 

This is a corollary of another result, proposition 7, which 
sharpens [5, theorem 7]. We need first two more definitions 
for a I'l:-frame M. A system of subsets of M is a family F of 
subsets of cardinality at most I'l: that satisfies 

(i). F1 C F2 E F =} F1 E F.
 
(ii). F1 , F2 E F =} F1 /\ F2 = {x /\ y : x E F1 , Y E F2 } E
 

F. 
and (iii). If F E F and for each x in F there is Ex E F with 

x = VEx, then U{Ex : x E F} E F. 
M is F- regular if for every cover H, there is a cover G in F 

with G Z H. One readily proves that in an F-regular I'l:-frame 
if x Z VG, where IGI ~ I'l:, then there is F in F with x Z VF 
and F Z G. 

Proposition 7. Let Fo' a E A, and F be systems of subsets of 
La and L, respectively, such that qo(Fo) C F and qO{3(Fo) C 
F{3 for a ~ f3. Let each Lo be Fo-regular. Then L is F -regular. 

Proof: This differs little from the proof of [5, theorem 7], but 
is sketched here for the convenience of the reader. 

Let D be the family of lower sets of Land M == {'ljJ( G) : 
G ED}, where 'ljJ(G) = {V F :F E F and F Z G}. Partially 
ordered by inclusion, D and M are frames and 'ljJ : D ---+ M is 
a frame map. Also, F C 'ljJ(G) and F E F imply VF E 'ljJ(G). 

Define ao : Lo ---+ D and 'Po : Lo ---+ M by ao(x) = {y E L : 
for some f3 ~ a and z Z qo{3(x) and y ~ q{3(z)} and 'Po = 'ljJao. 
One readily proves that a o , preserves finite meets, 0 and 1, 
and 'Po is a I'l:-map, the non-trivial part being the inequality 
'Po(V x A) ~ V'Po(xA) = 'ljJ(U aO(xA)), where .A ranges over a set 
of cardinality::; k. Consider an element y of the left hand side 
and fix F in F with y = VF and F Z ao(V x>.). It suffices 
to show F C 'l/J(UaO(xA)). Let x E F and pick f3 ~ a and 
z in L{3 such that x ~ q{3(z) and z Z qO{3(V x A) = VqO{3(x A). 
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As L{3 is F{3-regular, there are G, H in F{3 such that z Z VG 
and G Z H Z {qo{3(x,\)} Then {Jr:} /\ q{3(G) Z UO"o(x,x) and 
{x} /\ q{3( G) is an element of :F vrith join x. It follows that 
F C 1/J(UO"o(x,x)) and cpo is a K-m.ap. Evidently (M,cpo) is a 
target of the system and so it indu.ces a K-map cp : L --+ M. 

Any cover of L has a refinement U consisting of at most K 
elements of the form A{qo(xo) : Q E "\},"\ a finite subset of A. 
Then 

1/J(L) = cp(l) = cp(V(!\ qo(xo) : Q E ,,\})) = V(!\ cpqo(xo)) = 

V(!\ CPo(xo)) = V(!\ 1/JO"o(xo)) = 1/J(U(!\{O"o(xo) : Q E ,,\} )). 

Now 1 is in 1/J(0"0(1)) = 1/J(L) becatlse Lo is :Fo-regular. Hence 
there is a cover F in:F with F Z U(A{O"o(xo) : Q E ,,\}) and 
therefore F Z U. Thus, L is F-regular. 

Proof of proposition 6: Let F o consist of all locally finite in 
L o subsets of cozLo of cardinality at most K. In a normal K
frame, every locally finite cover is sllrinkable, and a Z b implies 
a Z z Z b for some cozero element z. As Lo is paracompact 
and normal, it follows that it is :Fo-regular. Let:F be the set of 
all locally finite subsets of L consisting of at most K meets of 
finitesubsetsofU{qo(cozLo): Q E .A}. Then, by proposition 7, 
L is F-regularand therefore paracompact and cov~r regular. 
The result follows from the fact t:hat cover regularity in the 
presence of paracompactness implies normality. 

5. THE MAIN TllEOREMS 

The main results follow from propositions 5 and 6. 

Proof of theorem 1: Let qo denote the canonical map from 
La to L for each Q in A. As (Lo' Qo{3, A) is a direct system, 
U{ qa(cozLo) : Q E A} is a sub-lattice of L, and by proposition 
6 a cover G of L has a locally finite refinement U consisting 
of sets of the form qo (x), x E cozLo . As each LO! is normal, 
by proposition 3, dimcozLo ~ n, alld proposition 5 provides a 
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cover of L of order:::; n that refines U and therefore G. Hence 
dlmL:::; n. 

For further applications of proposition 5, we need some def
initions and two elementary lemmas. Let L be a K-frame. A 
subset B of L is called a base if every element of L is the join of 
a subset of B of cardinality at most K. The weight of L, wL, is 
at most ,\ if it has a base of cardinality at most '\. If wL :::; K, 

then one readily checks that joins exist and the distributive law 
110lds for arbitrary subsets of L, so that L is in fact a frame. We 
call L metrizable if it is regular and has a a-locally finite base. 
As locally finite subsets of a K- frame have cardinality at most 
K, if L is metrizable, then wL :::; K and L is actually a frame. 
PA(L) denotes the set of all metrizable sub-K-frames of L of 
weight at most ,\ ordered by inclusion, and DA(L) the subset 
of PA(L) consisting of members M with dimM :::; dimcozL. 

Lemma 1. In a K-frame, if u <:: x for each member u of a 
locally finite subset U, then VU <:: x. 

Proof: Let K be a cover every element of which meets only 
finitely many members of U. For each u in U fix u* with 
u 1\ u* = 0 and u* V x = 1. Put 

z = V{k 1\ I\{u* : u 1\ k # O} : k E !{} 

Then VU 1\ z = 0 and z V x = 1. Hence VU <:: x. 

Lemma 2. Let L be a metrizable frame. Then L is normal 
and L =cozL. 

Proof: Let {XiQ : i E N, a E A} be a a-locally finite base and 
y an element of L. Put Yi = V{XiQ : XiQ <:: Y, Q E A}. Then 
Yi ~ Y by lemma 1 and VYi = Y by regularity. Thus, L is 
regular as a a-frame and is therefore normal [1, corollary 2]. It 
follows that there is a Zi in cozL with Yi :::; Zi :::; Y and hence 
Y = VZi EcozL. 

Proposition 8. A metrizable frame L is the quotient of the 
topology of a metric space M of the same weight and dimen
szon. 
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Proof. In view of lemma 2, proposition 5 applied to an obvious 
direct system consisting of copies of L supplies a metric space 
M with wM ~ wL and dimM .~ dimL and a frame map 
'P : O(M) ---+ L whose image incluoles a a-locally finite base of 
L. Hence 'P is surjective and therefore wL ~ wM and dimL ~ 

dimM [2, proposition 15]. 

Proposition 9. DA(L) is cofinal in PA(L) for any K-frame L. 

Proof: Given!( in PA(L), proposition 5 supplies a metric space 
M with wM ~ A and dimM :::; d.im cozL and a frame map 
'P : n(M) ---+ L whose image includ.es a a-locally finite base of 
!{. Then by [2, proposition 15] the image of 'P is an element 
of DA( L) that follows !(. 

The following result is needed in the proof of theorem 2. 

Proposition 10. For non-zero co'Untably generated metrizable 
frames L, M, 

dim(L EB M) ~ dim.L +dimM. 

Proof: By proposition 8, L, M are quotients of the topolo
gies of separable metrizable spaces X, Y, respectively, with 
dirnX ~dimL and dimY ~dimM. As separable metric spaces 
have metric compactifications of tIle same dimension, we can 
assume that X and Yare compact. Then by [5, theorem 8], 
n(X x Y) == n(X) EB n(Y) and blence L EB M is a quotient 
of n(X x Y). Finally by [2, proposition 15] and the product 
theorem for metric spaces, 

dim(LEBM) ~ dimn(X X Y) :::; dimX +dimY ~ dimL+dimM. 

Proof of theorem 2: Let q, r denote the canonical maps from 
L, M, respectively, into L EB M. A cover G of this sum has by 
proposition 6 a a-locally finite refinement U == {q( xoJ /\ r(yo) : 
Q E A}, where IAI :::; K, X o E cozL and Yo E cozM. Let Ai be 
the set of finite subsets of A partiall,y ordered by inclusion. For 
each Q in Ai, using proposition 9, we construct by induction 
on lal countably generated metrizal)le sub-K-frames L o ' M o of 
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L, M, respectively, such that dimL a ::::; dimL, dimMa ::::; dimM, 
X a E La' Ya E Ma, and for a ::::; (3, La C L{3 and Ma C M{3 · 
These inclusions induce K-maps qa{3 from LaEBMa into L{3EBM{3 
and we have a direct system (LaEBMa, qa{3, Af ) that has a target 
(LEBM, ra), where ra is induced by the inclusions La C L, and 
Ma C M. Also, X a and Ya map to elements of La EB Ma whose 
meet maps by ra to q(xa)l\r(Ya). Let n =dimL+dimM. Then, 
by proposition 10, dim(La EB M a ) ::::; n. Thus, by proposition 5, 
U and therefore G has a refinement of order::; n. This shows 
that dim(L EB M) ::::; n and completes the proof. D 

The following interesting result has a similar proof. 

Theorem 3. For a paracompact normal K-frame L the follow
ing are equivalent. 

(i) dimL::::; n. 
(ii) Every cover of L has a refinement of order::::; n. 

Proof: Evidently (ii) implies (i). So assume (i) and consider 
a cover G of L. As L is paracompact and normal, G has 
a locally finite cozero refinement U = {x a : a E A} where 
IAI ::::; K. As in the proof of theorem 2, for each a in Af , we 
construct by induction on lal countably generated metrizable 
sub-K-frames La of L, such that dimLa ::::; n, X a E La' and for 
a :::; (3, La C L{3. Now we have a direct system (La' qOl{3, Af ) 

where all maps qOl{3, and qOl are inclusions. By proposition 5, U 
and therefore G has a refinement of order::; n. This completes 
the proof. 0 

6. DIRECT LIMITS OF TOPOLOGIES 

The purpose of this section is to show that several known 
theorems for topological spaces are special cases of results ob
tained in this paper for K-frames. We need the following the
orem, for which we recall some definitions. A perfect map is a 
closed continuous function with compact fibers. A non-empty 
closed subset of a topological space X is called irreducible if 
it is not the union of two proper closed subsets. X is sober 
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if every irreducible closed set of .A~ is the closure of a unique 
point. Hausdorff spaces are sober and sober spaces are To. 

Theorem 4. Let (Xa, 7ra,e, A) be an inverse system of topolog
ical spaces and perfect bonding ma~ps with limit (X,7ra), where 
IAI ~ K. Let (L, qa) be the colimit of the direct system (n(Xa), 
O(7ra ,e), A) in KFrm. If A == N Ojr each X a , is sober, then L 
and O(X) are isomorphic. 

Proof: As (n(X),O(7ra)) is a target of (n(Xa),n(7ra,e),A), 
there is a K-map r : L --+ n(X) such that n(7ra)) == rqa. 
As IAI :::; K, every element of L can be written in the form 
V{qa(Ga) : a E A} and, of course, every element of O(X) 
can be written in the form U{7r~l(Ga) : a E A}, where Ga E 
n(Xa ). It follows that r is surjective and it remains to prove 
that it is also injective. 

For a ~ f3 and S c X{3, we adopt the notation sa for the 
set X a - 7ra{3((X{3 - S) == {x E XC~ : 1r~J(x) C S}. As 1ra{3 is 
closed, sa is open if Sis. 

Consider elements G, H of L \tvith G < H. Write G == 
V{qa(Va) : a E A} and H == V{qa(Ha) : a E A}, where 
Va' Ha E n(Xa). For a ~ (3, we can assume 7r~J(Va) C V,e. 
Then, for a ~ f3 ~ " V,ea C V; a:nd 1r~J(V;) C V,f. Define 
Ga == U{V; : a ~ ,}. Then G == \/{qa(Ga) : a E A} and, for 
a :::; (3, 7r-;J(Ga) C G,e and G~ == Ga. To prove the equality, 
if 7r;;J(x) C G/3, by compactness of 7r;;J(x),7r;;J(x) C V,f for 
some I ~ (3. Hence 7r;J(x) C Vy so that x E Eya C Ga. Write 
Da == X a - Ga. Then 1ra{3(D,e) C l)a and, as G < H, there is 
p in A such that HJj n DJj =I 0. Hence HJ.L contains a point z 
such that 7r;~(z) nDa =I 0 for p ~ (~, otherwise, z == G~ == GJ.L. 

Consider now the family :F consisting of all (Fa) E IIYa, 
where Ya is the collection of all closed subsets of D a with 
7r;~(z) n Fa # 0 and 1ra,e(F,e) C Fa for p :::; a :::; (3. F is par
tially ordered by declaring (Ea) :::; (Fa) iff Fa C Ea for p :::; a. 
By compactness of 1r;~(z), each chain in:F has an upper bound 
and, by Zorn's lemma, F contains a maximal element (Fa). It 
is readily seen that z E FJj' Fa is irreducible, Fa n Ga == 0 and 
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1ra{3(F{3) = Fa for J-l ~ a ~ (3. If each X a is sober, let X a be the 
unique point with closure Fa. Then, XIJ. E HIJ.' and, because 
1ra{3(F{3) = Fa,1ra{3(x{3) = X a for J-l ~ a ~ (3. In case A = N, 
we let XIJ. = z and, using induction, we pick points X a in Fa 
with 1ra {3(x{3) = X a for J-l ~ a ~ (3. In both cases, for J-l i " 
we let X'Y = 1r'Y{3(x{3) for any (3 2: ',J-l. Then (x a ) is a point of 
r(H) - r(G). Hence r is injective as wanted. 

The following two results are immediate consequences of the
orems 1 and 4. For Tychnoff spaces, these were first proved by 
Katuta [9, theorem 1.1]. 

Proposition 11. Let X be the limit space of an inverse system 
(Xa , 1ra {3, A) of sober K-paracompact normal topological spaces 
and perfect bonding maps, where IAI ~ K and dimXa ~ n for 
each a in A. Then X is K-paracompact normal and dimX ~ n. 

Proposition 12. Let X be the limit space of an inverse se
quence (Xi, 1rij, N) of countably paracompact normal topologi
cal spaces and perfect bonding maps such that dimXi ~ n for 
each i in N. Then X is countably paracompact normal and 
dimX ~ n. 

The frames f!(X x Y) and f!(X) EB f!(Y) are isomorphic if 
X is locally compact (i.e. compact neighbourhoods form a 
base) or if both factors are Cech-complete [5, theorems 8 and 
10]. In fact, suppose X is locally compact with wX ~ K. 

Let {Ga : a E A}, where IAI ~ K, be a base of X, and let 
q, r be the canonical maps from f!(X), f!(Y), respectively, into 
their sum in KFrm. Then every element of the sum is of the 
form V{q(Ga ) 1\ r(Ha ) : a E A}, where Ha is open in Y, 
and the proof of [5, theorem 8] can be adjusted to show that 
f!(X)EBO(Y) and O(X x Y) are isomorphic. We therefore have 
the following corollaries of theorem 2. Proposition 13 is due to 
Pasynkov [13]. 
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Proposition 13. For non-empty spaces X and Y that are Cech
complete, paracompact and normal, 

dim(X x Y) ~ dinlX +dimY. 

Proposition 14. Let X and Y be non-empty, K-paracompact 
and normal spaces with X locally compact and wX ~ K. Then 
X x Y is K-paracompact and norrnal and 

dim(X x Y) ~ din1X + dimY. 

That X x Y is K-paracompact and normal under the ad
ditional conditions that both spaces are Hausdorff and X is 
compact is due to Morita [II]. TJrre product formula holds if 
both spaces are Tychonoff and one of them is locally compact 
and paracompact [12, theorem 1]. 
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